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<" l (· 
Creep occurrecl at a constant rate Leading to plastic strains o.f 
--- . ,_, ... .,.,-..,..,..,.-·--· .. 
less than "".5% for the lower levels of temperature and stress considere.d.,. 
up, to strains greater than"' 6% for· the higher--ievels. The WC-6% Co 
,,al'lo_ys exhibited a greater deformat .. ion resistance than the WC-12% Co 
alloys. For a speci.fi-c ·comp.o.sition, the ::fillal defo~t,io.n -also de-
pended on the grain ·.s·ize-. ·tu: ,:general.,. _g-p:~~te.r. cl~fo.tm.ation. occurred in 
the fine grain -specinien.s: at ·the lower .. ,stres~·e·~ ~n4. ln coarse grain spe-
cimens, at tlle higher :s:tr.es_ees. It is proposed that the final defor-
mationverned by the competitit>II. between a mechanical (favored by/ 
coarse grain WC mca.terial) and a diffusion controlled (favored by f'ine 
grain WC material) deformation mechanism. 
\ 
·~ l: 
Structur-al observations revealed a ronounced increase ~ff ·\to.id, 
'\ 
density in specimens deformed at the hi er temperatures. Specimens 
deformed at the. lower temperature levels .to approximately the same · · 
' ~~ ' 
strain showed. a reduced void density. This· suggests that a change in 
... 
the deformation behavior occurred within the temperature range 900-950°C 
- for WC-12% Co and 950-1000°C for WC-6% Co. Evidence of fractured WC 
grains and deformed re'gions ~-cobalt or WC-Co interlayers is also 
' . 
presented. 
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:! 
.,- Tungsten carbide-cobalt alloys · (var_~_<:>_~,~!Y known as _· 1:':~emente.d..... --~ .. ··· ·-··<---···-··--·· .. ··'·-~·"" ..•• ,~ - ... · •.• , .. .....;.... ____ . .!.--"-·---···.--•, .. :...,: • .:;. •. , - ..•.. ' ' 
------------ - --




----····--·-- ___ ... _ etc.) posses~ extreme wear resist~ce, Iiigh compr-essive streµgth aJ1d 
·---~·-·--··-~=-----=--.-----~-- . -· .· -· 
.. 
-hardness (for a historical development of cemented carbides, see refs. 
. 
~ 
1 ... 3). They are mafnly used as metal cutting· tools, but_· are often em-
ployed for wear resistanr parts such .as drawing d-ies.-, mining equipment. 
,. ... --· ,, 
and --c-arbide lined parts, in tools • 
• • The physical metallurgy of .th·is .s.eemil)gly :_simpl.-e· qu-ast_~b.inary 
·we-co system is highly complex and not well understood. A· d:~taJ)led.-
account therefore, of all ·the variables influencing the final propert:i·es 
an .. d structure cannot be gtven ·nere. However, the brief outline to be, 
pr-esented below attempts to rey~al some of the: -more :important aspect,_s 
(for furthe:r information, s:e_e r.e.f.. J,.4·.·) 
:Two carbides .o.£· tung'sten, ex.is·.t:, }l2C and we, but only the lat-
. t::e.r is useful for the production of cemented carbides. ':Ole WC:. __ is gen- .. 
er:ttlly obtained by ~ixing tungsten 'jith the theoretical 6:.12% c_a:r.bon, 
J>:lus ·an extra amount to account for loss.es:, followed 
.-~· hydrogen atmosphere between 1500° and 1700°C (5). 
by carbtt:rj._zing: ·in .. 
If- th~ ... d f , . · ere 1s: a e -
/· 
-iciency of carbon during liquid phase sinter.ing with cobalt., sintering , 
·_r-eac#,_ioiis produce the \-phase, a bri~tle. compound of Co3W3C4. If an ex-
:cess of carbon is present, free graphite particles will form. The former 
is ·1;11uch more detrimental to the· final properties (6). 
After intimate mixing of the WC and cobalt, the alloys are 
-





.. ...,......... .... --·-··~-.-..._.---·- ... ~. 








of the allo s used in th.is program is given elsewhere· in the text). 
\ 
. I Sint-ering · s usually considered to be the key process in· which. final 
. 
~ 
·properties are developed (6). Its. ·success can be directly traced to 
--- the binder metal, cobalt. - · Gurland ·--and Norton (7) -have described ·the -- -~ ,. j.:._· 
important actions and properties of cobalt during the in_tering pro-
ces·s. They are: formation of a liqui~)phase at relative -low temper-- ----
" 
-- -
aj:tlie~u~Y to disso_Ive tungsten carbide; good wetlability with the 
--.so.lid carbide particles. The exact ti, Jnd temperature of liquid 
.. .. . . 
. / . phase sinteri,ng depends on the composition. However, the temperature 
is always above the WC-Co eutect c (".\r5.2 1/2 wt.% WC and 1320~-c) and in 
the range· 1350-1500°C (8). Th cobalt grain si:ze :··has_ bee,n. inves·tigate·d. 
and found to be 1 nun (6), that is. almos·t s·ingl:e .ccy·s.tall-:i..ne for- :small 
shapes. Evidence of grain b:cJtirtda~ie_-~ <if cobalt :·in W'C-Co c9:lloys ·has no.t·. 
been reported. 
'i'he .. mi.croo·tr·uc,tu1::e:s: g·ener~lly ·pictured (depend-ing· on the 
etchant) shc>w- ·darker .t·on~d ~}:i:ai;ply de:fined particles of WC grains in a 
lighter bac-kground area, of: _:c·obaJt .- :4 IilclJority of the WC particles are 
triangular pti.sms_· wilo_se height is much l~~ts than the base (6) and are: 
formed as the result of the variation~ in free surface energy due to the 
" 
anisotrQpic nature of the hexagonal WC (8). Typical microstructures of 
the specimens used in this program.are shown in figs. 1-6. The electron 
photomicrographs shown in figs. 5-6 give a clear~r picture of the fine 




The possible phases existing in this system have been described 
by Dawihl (4). They are: 
~ 1 - f.ine irregular WC grains which have not recrystallized 





- ... --,··. 
-. ~ . - "' -- ... 
• 
'·/ 







- large· angular grains, tougher than Cl l • 
- thought to be carbon. Seen in WC ·'grains as parallel 
or branched dark streaks; also thought· to be cracks. 
essentially pure cobalt, or solid solution of·_~C in .. ·-----
coo·a1t·. - . 
-------·--·-··- . -· -· -· -· ._. -· ----- .--




· ~ · - thought:_ tQ __ Qe a compound _o_f_Co3W:3C. 
....... · · .-~ · "-· '"'·-~----~-----------··-·an ·Yl_ ph·a-se, a. -~compound of Co3W3C4. -
Or after Doeg (5), 
'·-:·) 
The physical ana-·mechanical properties usu~lly-·of impo,rtance 
•. 
ar:e: de'tJsity, transverse rupture s.trength, hardness, compressive strength, 
-~p~~~ st:reng:t~, .. tensile stren_gth., and modulus of el·ast'icity. Short of 
:a_ctµ.~1-ly per:fqrming a cut.tiµg_· te.st, these proper-ties: -ar·e · generally 




Of all the prop:ert_·ies· previously ~entioned-, tlte/ one which. ·has 
been principally studle-cl is the transverse rupture o.r bending strength. 
Because fracture of c;emerit:.¢-d carbides account_s for the ·maj.ority· of tool 
fail.ures, this :property is o.f. co-nsiderable importanc.e ... 
In ~eJ1eral,. .at rpoin temperature,. :the fractur·e s.tr:e~gth in~ 
':· ·.·-r- ·-·~···--
cr:e:as.es with increasing cobalt content in the range 6 
This has been attributed to the gradual chan/e of the 
... .. 
to 25 .wt.% Co .. 
fracture mechanism 
btought on by the variation of ·the degree of dispersion o·r contiguity of. 
,, 
' 
the carbid_e phas:es (9). Besides the binder content,. the thickness of 
-~ t_he binde.r ··f:ilm and size and shape of the hard particles are important 
:(10):. Gurland~· :(lt) lists the following s~rµcttural parameters influen-
,. 
\ 
-· volume fraction of WC 
... 
P:'. ... mean free path through the binder phase 
:c. - contiguity - average fraction of surface area shared 








5: •. the same phase . 
d 
-
average equivalent spherical diameter of WC narticles. 
According to Gurland (12) a maximum in transverse rupture 
strength is reached·when the cobalt or binder mean free· path is from 0.3 
,. . . . ·- . .-- ., .. --"·---····-· .. ,,._ ~·---··-·-·---,·--· --·· ·. • ••·----s- -·••<--••••••••..:.••••••< ·- • • ~at~.-·~._ • -.~.,.---.~.: · ,-•• -,..---· ~· ·-· -· ·• · ·- · 
to O. 6 microns which depends on th~_· -~QI!lPO~ ~tion __ __a.nd __ grain __ siz.e_ .. _ The ------------------ --·-··-·-----------·-·· ------------··------------.. -.. --.. -·-. ---------~ _-------------- --- ------- ,- -··- .. . ~--------- . " . . ·----·--------·-- ....... --------
.. 
fracture 'pad-1· originates mainly in .and proceeds throu__g_h ___ th.e. carbide----· 
grains. 
Kreimer (13) reports for·medium. size carbide grains~ not more· 
than 2_ microns,., the cra<:ks propagated only in the c.obal t inter layers J 
which are mainly on the WC-Co interface. He attributes the increase in 
fracture strength ·with compositioa to the plastic deformation of the 
cobalt, which accompanies the P!Opagation of the crack, and the decrease, 
after a maximum is reafhed ( ~ 15-25% Co) to the plastic deformation of 
~~~- -" the cobalt preceding the formation and propagation of. the crack. In a 
most recent paper, Ivensen (14), suggests that no maximum exists if 
changes in the sintering tempe~ure are t~ken into account. Contro-
versies. like the above appear to prevail in work on the WC-Co system. 
This will become more evident in the next section when current ·.th·eori.:es.· \ 
J 
on the structure of these'alloys are discussed. 
2. Structure 
Although there still is not complete agreement as to the ex-
act nature of the structure.· and strength of WC-Co alloys, a sunnnary will 
'"' 
be given of the current theories.°"=---~·· . 
Discussions on the structure of WC-Co alloys usually start. 
with an account of the now classic work of Dawihl and Hihnuber (15) in 
~ 
·~ 
· which they propose the existence of a continuous carbide at cobalt con-












Among other tests done in their work, the on~_ generally referred to 
is the ·boiling test. with hydrophloric acid. This test showed that 
. 
. 





. •---•-····-~···· .... ---·· .,,. -- ••...•• e ..... ·-- ............ ~ .• : ---- --••..• pact,. it .did not disintegrate. Furth-ermore, it possessed a strength 
• \ 
., 
---------·-·---·---_ ....... ::.:.~.: ... -····-----.· ·--·----· ·-··· . -
comparable to cast WC. Contradictory evidence was later given by San-
,- .,,, -- ·- - - ------ ~...;.- - - --- -- _-...:__:· ·····=~-----·-~---·-------.. -----"~---~1····------ - --
.. -------- -···-· --·-· -
·-·--·--~-~ ... ···forcr·-ancl"'Tr.ent-T6)' who dissolved cobalt out of a similar compact with 
molten zinc, through the formation of a zinc-cobalt alloy and witnessed 
. the complete disintegration of the compact. Dawihl's theory was also 
rejected by Gurland and Norton (7) who performed dissolvin~ tests by 
electrolytic etching and also. noted a similar disintegration. Ber-
nard (16)~~) later supported Dawihl' s carbide skeleton theo.ry, by pre-
.. 
senting electron micrographs showing carbide to carbide junctJ.ons. 
Based on X~ray investigations of the WC lattice after milling with co:-
bal~, Dawihl (4) suggested that the tungsten carbide skeleton is not 
built up from tungsten .carbide grains but from grains welded together 
by a cobalt containing intermediate layer only a few atoms thick. 
·Further evidence for the existence of a WC skeleton connected by thin 




... a number of papers. ,,,For example, Dawihl and Frisch (17), claim this 
theory of capillary connected cobalt intermediate layers· has explained 
the relatively quick sintering of mixtures of tungsten carbide and 
cobalt with low cobalt content, the homogeneous deformation behavior 
of .low and high cobalt contents and the decrease of the warm hardness 
in the neighborhood of 400°C, also at low cobalt content. In the 
most recent investigat.ion by Dawihl and Altmeyer (18) on extension 
measurements of WC-Co alloys due to residual stresses, the framework 
' . 
... ·-··· -------~·-·- . ___ __,___ ___ ~--·· 
-~- ',t,• 
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7. 
theory was restated thusly: (a) because of the wet:mbility of· the co-
balt phase with the carbide grains, the formation of a pure WC frame-
work is highly unlikely (for cobalt contents "-6%); {b) under certain 
-·······--······-···· --.-·~ -~ -~-.-·-·-··· ...... 
circumstances, however, W~. grains cal?- m~~t_ together without_ cobalt __ _ --- . ·--·------·---- _.-· ---·----,...---- --- - . . - . 
inter layers if, during grinding, not all the WC grains are uniformly 
covered by cobalt. (It is po-ssible· that interfacial energies- between 
cobalt and the different lattice planes of the WC grains or the·pre-
~-~lJ.~e of impurities· would prevent complete wetting of the WC); (c) 
the framework generally consists of WC grains connected by very thin 
interlayers of the cobalt phase whose thickness depends on the cobalt 
. 
content and grain size; (d) the higher deformation ,resistance of this 
' complete framework is due to the high degree of restraint_ and there-
fore, increased strength o·f the work hardened -cobalt interlayers as 
opposed to the free cobalt; (e) for very low cobalt contents of about: 
6%, the WC gr~ins are in a state c>:f t.ension .which reduces the tensile· 
'S,tr:eilg_th with decre4asing cobalt~contents; for cobalt contents greater 
fhan. 6%, they are in a state of compression which accounts for the 
- ,. increase in tensile strength; (f) physical properties, especially the 
\.. ' - , interfacial plane stresses, and the chemical compositio~ of the cobalt 
int_erlayers, have a stronger influence on the properties of the WC-Co 
alloys than was assumed til now. 
3. Sco1ie of Present Work 
For the past two years, both the Metallurgical and Industrial 
Engineering Dee~rtments here at Lehigh have been investigating the re-
lationships between plastic deformation and wear of WC-Co alloys. This 
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8. 
I temperature and stress at a tool tip during a machining operation; 
(b) determination of the influence of temperature and compressive 
load on the resistance to deformation; and (c) correlation of de-
-
-. I 
formation with structural chan·ges occult.i.ng _i_1: ___ ~~e tool tips and __________________________________________ _ 
)i -----~~~~-==----:-. . . ' --· -· ------- ---···-··--·-·- ··-··:··· 
. . 
__._______.___ ......... -··-------------~......,._.....~----------·- .. _ ·-
:~-
·• Ir' .•. 
• 
compressive creep specimens._ ..... _ _ ____ .. 
-·--The f:frst phase, ·measurement of the temperature and stress-es 
·at-·-th-e- tool· tips was conducted by the Industrial Engineering Depart-
ment*. Determin~tion of the exact magnitude of these parameters is 
extremely diff~cult. Generally, tool work thermocouples are empl9yed 
to measure temperature, however, they only give average results, and 
du.e to the steep temperature gradient· :existing at the tip of the too\,:· 
they are not very accurate. In this program, tool·s wer.e. fabric~ted 
" (from the same.· material as the creep specimens) which contained small: 
·holes used for the insertion of thermocouples (see figs. 8 and 16). 
Temperat~:res obtained from these thermocouples were then calculated 
.~ by using the equation and graphical evaluation of Ti:igger ·and Chao 
(20, 21)-. The compressive stre.ss. was determined by first :me·asuring 
the directional components of force with a two component lathe dyna-
mometer coupled to a two channel strain amplifier recorder and then. 
t. 
-· ·---- . - --·- - - -· -·---·-·--·--- -·- ·- --- -- ~ -... -·· -· ~ -·····-· -·- ---- .-~ - -
· ... · calculating the contact area between the chip and tool. The conditions· 
--·-··--. . .. 
. 
of stress and temperature determined in this way are compared below 
with thos~ proposed by other investigators: 
Temperature 
,... 800-1000°C 




'V 80-100, 000 
.. ~ l 
~ 300-400, 000 
""'150- 200, 000 





J. Burbridge, I.E • 
Dept. (19) 
-~--- ~---·· 
Altmeyer - Jung (22) 
Dawihl - Frisch (17) 





·,., .·· ' .. 
.. _, .. ~ .:.- i, .-,.~::~ 1 ••• >;/,· :1J.~./1A7i1,;JJ~}~~-~:--:·_:_. 
9. 
Although the exact cutting conditions should be specified when re-
/ 
porting temperature~ and stressesJ the above data serves to show 
I that high temperat·u·r·es and stresses can exist at the tool tip. 




-___ ----·~--~ ·· _ --··---ted in this text . 
-----· _______ ,.....,,.._  -
:..,,._," 
~ .. 
.· .- --- . - ________ .., 
The· second phase, determination of the influence of tem-
perature and compressive load on the deformation resistance of WC-Co 
alloys was divided into two parts: (1) the. determination of the--
exact deformation 1im~ts, that is, conditions of minimum deformation,. 
------arbitrarily selected as less than about .5% plastic strain, and max-
imum deformation arbitrarily selected as greater than about 6% plas-
tic strain and (2) the existence of the time dependency of this de-
formation, that is, creep behavior. 
Since the stresses existing at the tools tip are mainly com-
pressive in nature, the compressive creep test closely resembles con-
ditions existing there. Therefore, the temperatures, stresses and 
., 
tool deformations measured during the machining tests should correlate 
well to those measured in the compressive creep tests. 
Due to the location of the deformed area at the tool tip, 
(see figs. 7-8), a deformation time relationship could not be established 
in the machining tests. Interference between the deformed area or 
bulge and the work material, causes wear of any deformation past a 
certain point. In fact, this interference on the flank of the tool 
is a cause of flank wear. Therefore, the' creep beh.avior had to btr-·---------Q - .. - .. -,-· 
.. 
determined by compressive creep tests. Also, since cutting tests are 
generally of short duration, (a few -.minutes) these creep tests were 
- ··-- ·- -~·- -- . -~-·- -· - - --·-·--- ---· -· -· -- -
~--
L 
















·conducted in relatively short times·.. Sixteen minutes was chosen so 
that enough time was available for the determination of the creep 
behavior without interference from· the deformati'on occurring ·after 





Th-e final phas-e of this program, the·· d-irterminatio·n of any:" -- ·-·-~· -.---~-,----~----.. -· 
structural changes accompanying deformation of the tools and creep 
specimens was conducted with tqe hope of determining -the exact loca-
tion and mode of deformation. Since current knowledge on the mech-
anical behavior of two phase heterogeneous systems such as this is 
lacking, this study may also he of fundamental value. 7 
In conclusion, it i}'suggeste? that the. work performed in . 
this program may be of both practical and theoretical interest. With 
the increasing demand for faster cutting rates and better tool mater-
ials capable of machining present day space age materials, (high 
strength super alloys, etc.) elevated temperature cutting properties 
' 
must be improved. In the past, as well as present, improvement of 
these materials by incorporating higher melting point matrices, etc., 
-·-·-- - has-- generally come about only as a result of a somewhat empirical 
approach: tisual,t'"y by reproducing conditions existing in successful 
-carbide systems such as the WC-Co .system. Gurland (23) has questioned 
just exactly what constitutes an optimum structure. Is the preferred 
structure one of dispersed carbide grains for maximum fracture resis-
tance, or one with a highly developed carbide to carbide grain for 
maximum rigidity? In addition, once new systems and~structure are 
developed, are their prope1ties corr-ectly evaluated, besides through 
. 
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. ' . 
ties are measured, but these appear to be inadequate insofar as 
predicting elevated temperature behavior. Results in this pro-
___ _gram att~mpt in a_spJall way to throw some light on these problems. 
·~----~. 
- .· ------. -·--:., 
.. -· ~--· ·, .. -.. ·-·-~- -..... •· .-·-~-.. · ·,. - . ,·· .-·· .· .. - _-. •. : 
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EXPERIMENTAL .. PROCEDURES ,. 
A. MATERIAL FABRICATION 
· The specimens used-·-i:n t-hi-s ·program· were .. fabricated by ttre 
. ' - --·-· .. -.: ,,__ ..... .;,.~.--
Gener al E lee tr ic Company.,. __MetallurgicaJ __ :P:t"_Qduc_~_s _ JJJyJ._s ~on. 
--····---- --~---· --~-. - - - -- - - - ---------------·------- - ---·-·--····--· .~----------- - -- . -- --- ----- - -- ---··------ -, -----·-
perties are listed in Table I.· 
Both. the compression test specimens and· the ·triangular cut-· 
ting tools: were mad·e from the same batch of material. TC-1 and TC-3 
(G. E. co.d:~, n.µies) ·w~·i:.·~ :Pr·efpared as fine ,gr:ain wc-·12 wt.% Co and WC-6 
' 
wt.~ __ %:Co.respe·ctively .. The: st.~r:ting WC particle size was 1.5 JI Fisher) 
(f.inal average WC part.ic1¢· size"'· 75p). TC-2 and TC~4 ·were prepared 
as: . .-coarse grain WC-l2 wt.% .. co· and WC-6 wt.% Co 'r.es,pect·ively. The 
s·tar·ting WC particle s_.i.ze was 6 .5 p Fisher, (f'in·al ·average_ WC .par·t$.~Ie: 
s ize"-3- 3. 5 ,a) . 
All compositions were wet milled. with acetone .for t.welv.e hours 
.in WC lined ball mills using WC balls. l'he charges were dr·:i'ed ·B:t 1·2.0°-(} 
u1}9er hydrogen fot: foµ:r· .. hou.~s and lubric.ate·d with· paraffin. ::F:or the· 
-·.-. . . 
triangular ins.-¢rts; ingq.ts J. 25 x 1. 085 x 8" long were hydraut ic·ally· 
:pressed at· ts tons/in2 from the paraffinized powder. For the·. compr.ess~ 
ion samples (O. 555 f2 x · 8" ·tong ingots were pressed as abo,ie:. Th.e in~ 
gots were presintered in hydrogen at (>00°C ·peak temperature :£0.t· -a total 
cycle of 10 hours prior to ftnal mach:i11.ing of the}lestred pieces. Final 
S-'intering was done in hydrogen u:nder t:he fo.llowing conditions: for WC-12% 
, Co, peak furnac·e temperature 1425°C, time above 1400°C about 20 minutes -
total furnace cycle, 4 hours;. for WC-6% Co, peak furnace temperature 
1490°C, time above 1400°C about 30 minutes - total furnace cycle of 4 
hours. 
... 



















B. TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURES ... 
General 
·~ ,., ' . ' 
. . Elevated-temperature compression-creep testing despite its 
-·---- --- --- ----- . - - ·- ··. 
al-1 mechanical tests considered for reasons mentioned previously:- The • --• - -•~• .. ••·--~,~,,..._._..._._,l>,J••._.,....._._, - ~ ,,, ..... , .. ,n- -. --·-·-•-----.~- -• 
plastic deformation-occurring- at the tool tip is mainly due to a com-
pressive force, and the- time dep_.end·e-ncy 9.t this d~formation (compression 
·.'f! 
cr~ep data) needed conf.itmation., 
Al though the recent demands of the ·sp~ce· age has generated 
'e.. ... ~ 
interest in elevated temperature compress,iye creep data, no· standards' 
or specifi.catio_ns for specimen prep.arati.on and teating exf$ts. (24) The 
effects .o.f sp·ec~1=11e~ size· and shape., i •. e .: t.he· d·e.gree of p~r.~llelism, 
finish of the bearing su.r.fac·e·s and: hei.ght to d'iamet:'er -ratio are just 
some of the variables which have not ·yet been, ·propei::ly - eva.lua-ted • 
. . 
Even for room temperature compresslon tes .. ts, the effects of frlction 
and height to diameter ratio on the deformation stress have been ar-· 
gu·ed, (25,26). Evidenc~ ot the comp.lex stre·ss distributions existing 
in the specimens t:estecl .ip. th.is work are shown in fi·gs. 9-12. In ·fig.-
12·, a· polished· longi.t.udinal cross-section of a spec·imen deformed ~ 15% 
. 
shows: (a) cracks emana.ting at an angle from the edges (as evidence of 
.. 
the cones generated in fig. 11; (b) highly strained areas near the cen-· 
ter and outer edges; and (c) undeformed or slightly defortne·d :are.a~ near 
the top and bottom bearing surfaces. 
Moreover, accurate continuous strain measurements and axiality 
of loading at elevated temperatures is a formidable task. · Investigation ~ 
. 
of all these problems was beyond the scope of this work. 










. . . 





' Consequently, the techniques of compressive creep testing 
finally developed, were chosen mainly on the basis of available fac-
ilities, desired results ·and reproducibili~y. This was justifiable 
· ·s·inee the data was to · be .used primarily for relative compariso·ns. 
2-. Se~cimen ·Preparation 
14. 
., ... -·---.--·-. - ·. .. : . . . 
The· beartng sur~aces-of the a.s received test specimens-
("-3/8" diameter x 1/?" high) and anvils {made of WC-6% Co, see fig. 
/ 
13) were grouiid with a 6Q grit silicon carbide wheel, the object being 
to obtain smooth flat parallel ends perpendicular to the specimen axis. 
i 
' 
The maximum deviation from parallelity was .001'' with .an average devia-
tion of b·etter than .0004". The remainder of .the piec~ was 1~·:ft in the 
· a:s· s_intered condition. The exact dimensions -of the specimen.s are list-
··.ed in Tables II through v·. 
3. Test Setup~ 
.. 
The apparatus used for compres.s:ion c_reep te·sting: fs,· ~how.n... irt 
figs. 13-15. The. compression bars were made from 1 1/2'~ diameter bars 
:pf Rene 41* ... ·The ends were machined ·as flat as .possible and perpendi-. 
CU:lar to the longitudinal axis of the bar. To lnsure proper alignment 
the bars were machined while fixed to th~ :ad·apter end plates which were 
water cooled to check the flow of heat. The entire assembly was fitted 
to the Instron Tensil~ T~_sting Machine, where the bars were attached to 
the moving crosshead and load cell (which in turn was bolted to the low-
er platen.) l, "' The final alignment of the system was accomplished by bring-
ing the two compression 9ars together and checking their alignment with 
. feeler gages. In some cases, light hand grinding was needed to insure 







·~v--·· ... , . .,''."c•.·,n. -,..,.,".' ----» ·-.-·-· 
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15. I 
proper alignment. At other times, the entire system· had .. to be re-
·" 
machined. The crosshead and platen were previously checked for par-
allelism and found ·to be within .001'' of parallelity. ·· 
.{ 
••• i ;r. ,_ ........ - • 
..-
·The load----was-.. measured by a load cell fitted wi.th strain -
. ---··------ - ------:::--
.---~·-.___ . ~-~--···--·-----c-- -- --- - -- - - --- ---~--- -
• - - ---· ·--· -··----·-- _ __:._ ... ----~-:·: .. : .. ~ .. :~. ···-~· 
. . 
........ ·_ .. ____ ... _ .. _. ~---_gages whose output was fed to a recorder. The cams on this recorder 
: were adjusted so that. practically constant loading was automatically~ 
maintained throughout the test. Because- .of this adjustment, which 
depends on a range setting, the load· 'var.led by ± 50 lbs. for- a: lo~q 
setting of 10,000 lb~., or about 1%. 
Heat was supplied by a Marshall split type furnace (fi~. 14). 
:The·: f1irnace contained three separate heating units, the power input to 
. . ,.. 
~·a.ch being individually adj11$ .. ted 'by three variacs mounted on the main 
controller (fig. 15). The power: ·was thus proportioned to any ·of the 
'·\. 
three zones as indicated· by two chrome-alumel thermocouples placed :3/4},-
from both ends of th~- speej..men (fig. 13). Their EMF was read by two 
-separate Leeds and Northrup potentiometers, capable of detecting ch:ang_es 
of less than O .1 millivolt. An automatic temperature r~corder contin-
uously measured the temperature from a chromel-alumel the.rmocouple per-
ctrssion welcled to the center of the specimen. The furnace temperature 
was regulated by an ON-OFF type controller ·whose input was the EMF gen-
• 
erated by a platinum-platinum 10% rhodium control thermocouple, 4plac·ed 
. near the windings of the middle zon¢. An adjustable anticipator pro~-
vided small EMF outputs to the cont~ol thermocouple during the ON cycle 
and minimized temperature overshoot. Two larger variacs controlled the 
output d~ring the ON (high power) and OFF (lower.power) cycle. The unit· 
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16. 
Because of the poor oxidation resistance of WC-Co alloys, 
testing was done in an· inert argon atmosphere. A chamber, (fig. 14) 
partially covered at the end by a cap, provided adequate protection 
,· ~ ' ' .. -· ---·-· - . . . .. ' ' . 3.. . . . . . . ' . . . . . . 
at a dynamic. flow rate of le-as than- 10 _!t. _____ ./hour ... -.-, .. ~----------cc--··.···---------·-··· 
_: ... - ... ..:.--::=.-:::' ...... -:--·--~~-· ... :·...... ---- -
----.---- ----- ---·--··-······-······--------·-· -·-- ··---·· ------·---····- ----- -------- ----
- __ ... __ ----~----- ---------------·--·--------·------------------------- -~----------~--- ------··-··-· ·--···-·· ~··--·· -----·-··------.---·-----
-----








___ __,.,...._, _ ~~---------........ 
--·---···---
~~ -----. ·-, --· .. ----
'J;he initial and final dimensions of each specimen was measured· 
several time.s with ·a precision micrometer,·· accurate to + . 0001" after· 
"' . -
the method used by Dawihl (29). The load was calcu-lated from :th·e :stre:S:S· 
desired and the mean cross-sectional area measured at the center of the 
. 
' 
specimen. A light coating of Linde A mixed in acetone was applied t_o ·th·e, 
bearing surfaces of the specimen and anvils which prevented welding. Af-
ter. carefully positionin_g the specimen and,'. anvils, their alignment was 
, I 
checked by applying· a light load. The: s.1J.ght~$t :m,is.alignment caused· a 
·t.ilting of the specimen which was readily p~:s_erved. Sometimes the mis~ 
_alignment was corrected by slightly rotating ·the spec,imen. However, ·du.r-
i:_n.g: ·t-he co.ur.se of the· program, especially after tes·t~ c1.t 1000°C or gr·ea:t:-
er_, ·it often became nece_·Ssary. to remachine the ends :o.f the bars in <>"tder· 
to aga·fn properly align the system. 
Once the specimen was ali~ed:, a load of 100 lbs. was ·innned-
iately applied to the system. ~This prevented the specimen or anvils 
from moving._ A chromel-alumel thermocouple was percussion welded to the 
center· of the specimen, the· chamber lowered to a flange welded to the 
upper compression bar, the bottom cover attached and th·e furnace closed. 
The furnace actually rested on the chamber cover so -that complete freedom 
of movement of t-he----system was poss.ible. 
ing is shown in fig. 15 • 
, 
The entire setup prior to test-
. .. I',. 
·~ ~. 
17 •. 
During heating, the cams on the recorder were adjusted so 
. 
that the preliminary load cycled between 80 and 100 lbs. The e·quil-
. . ' ibrium .temperature .. finally. established was about 5°C higher than the - -··· ..... ,: 
----· -· ··-c------·----desired test temperature which- -compensated for· th·e -innnedia.te drop tn 
-----···--- --- ·---------------·--·· . -- ----- _. -----~---- ----------------- ·-------------·-------• -------·------·---------------· ~-- ···-------------- -·· ·- -·-····----·-·--------··---·--·--·-·-------- -·-
- - ----- ---- -- --·--------~-·-----·------·-·-······----------------··-- '·-"· ... --.--·-·· --- -· •.---·- - -· - - ---
·-········ --·-· . ·-- ' - .· ·. -. . . . . . . ~ --
~--c---~~--- .-· ----·-----·--




--.. ·-·.-· '. ···-:·-:- ..... _'." ____ .---~, 
temperat_!1-~e upon applica:tion--of the tesc~·-1-a·aa= -With the rec~rder set 
---------------------··· --------~·--· g· ----- --- ---------··--·····-----·--···------,-------------·-------. -
at maximum sensitivity, it· was not unusual to run the whole test at con-
stant temperature, although at ___ _other~ ___ times, d~e· to volt~ge fluct'uat.ion 
.. 
in the lines, etc., the variati~n in temperature would reach± ·5°C . 
.,.. 
A deformation-t.--ime graph (creep curve) was· obtained by re-
c9rding the cro~~head position (estimated to .0002") on the _Ioad~-
time graph. Deformation of the ~est specimens caused the. lo~d to· drop 
activating the cam, which in turn, caused the: downward-- motion of the 
crosshead. By recording the position of the ctosshead a number oi'times 
during the test, an accurate estimate. of t·he average downward motion was 
obtained. This usually amounted to"" .:·OOQ.3.-''·· As. mentioned previously·, 
only qualitative consideration was given to :t:h.e cree_p .. curve obtained 
from this graph, because the deformation- recorded -included def.o:rmation: 
occurring in the bars, anvils and other parts of the system. Also, the 
slightest temperature fluctuation resulted in expansion or contraction 
of the system which caused the load to decrease at a slo1'7er or faster 
rate than normal. 
. ~ . After constant load application for 16 minutes, the load was 
<>· . 
released·, furnace opened and removed and system. cooled. The rate of cool-
ing was constant·for each specimen c~so°C/min. for th~ first 7 minutes, 
to~l2°C/min. thereafter. The specimen.was removed at "about 100°C and 
I 











moved any remaining ~1203 {light grinding did not af feet the length O·f. _ 
the hard WC-Co, as proved by.repeated measurements on undeformed spe-
cimens) and the final dimensions measured. 
- --- ·- ----. ------G-. METALLOGRAPHIC -- TECHNiqUES ·.-- -- - -- -
-
~:- . .:. - -~~----~----
~• .· -n---·--·---~ • ,._: ____ , -•·· --~ • 
...... -..... ,=-="·:..-------· .... -·- ' .,._._ -·,· -- ...;:;:;__ .... "" . " 1. Specimen Preparation 
·.an.d the triangular shaped tools were made on an automatic cut off 
machine normally u!ed fCi\.r· sl!c.ing single cr:ystals at_ precise angles. 
The wheels used were thin diamond impregnated resinoid bonded ~cut qff~ 
wheels. The compressive creep s.pecimens were cut through the mfddle 
parallel and perpendicular to th.e longitudinal axis. The triangular 
tool:s were cut as close as p.o·s_.slble. t·o t:·he area of maximum deformation 
(see fig. _J.6} .. 
Wb~ll.' good edge retenti·o~ .wl!s:'. re;qttit,e·d., as for example with the 
deformed tools, mounting was done with dial-1yl phthalate, · a thermoset-
ting resin filled with short glass ffJ>ers--.· Otherwise, mounting was done 
with "Quickmount". 
The in.j.tial fine'grinding was done with a medium and fine dia~ 
·mond wheel using water as a coolant. This provided an adequate start-
,ing surface. ~ Polishing was done consecutively with 15, 6, 1 and .:25 
micron diamond paste suspended in· metadi fluid on texmet paper. Heavy 
pressure was .used down to 6 microns. 
The standard WC-Co etchant was uS:ecl,: .namely equ-al parts of 10.%. 
aqueous solutions of KOH and K3FeCN6. 
' 
• •• Photomicrographs were taken at 2000X using an oil 1:rmners1on 
lens. 






·2. Electron Microscopy 
a 
Direct carbon replicas of the polished and etched sections 
of the WC-Co alloys were obtained by the following techniques: shadow· 
----,-----···-· --
- . 
evap~9-rati~n _of a carbon layer; removal· of the ·r·ep-lica by electrolytic 
etching in 10%-nital at about 6 val ts·- ·fo·r 1/2 - 2 minutes. 
Removal of the r:e_:pl.icas' .from the undeformed· zones was success-
'!" 
;fully accomplished by the:s·e_ techniques. However, few replicas were 
su~cessfully removed from: the deformed zones, because of :the, high con-
centration of voids found. tn these areas. and th~· su:J:?s.~qu_~nt tendency of 
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULXS 
... 
A. COMPRESSION CREEP TESTS 
1. 
Introduction /. • . 
_ --·· _ _ __ _ __ -------------· __________ _ 
----------- --· ··--------·--·· - -- ·-- ··-·-· The r·es_~_!fs_:~_o_(_-~lie: elevated temperat-ure compres.sion creep --""-------'""' . -·'""- .. , -----.--.~~-~-
\ ~-· 
tests are listed in Tables i1-v. 
-
----·--·- - . 
·----




to take place by creep. .Because of the errors mentioned -earlier, in-
~- herent in the method used to obta.in these creep curves, only qualitative 
.. ...:--~-
conclusio~1s can be drawn. They are: .(a) the high creep rates recorded 
a:ftet initial application of :th~ l<J°a,d 'continually decrea.s.ed during th.e 
-
. ·/ 
-first 1-2 minutes; and (b) the c·reep rate. :after this time remained con-· 
stant. The initial 'high cre~p rate is probably the result of "bedding 
down" effects rather than a phenomena of the material. A constant cre~-P, 
rate for these mater_fals, ·und·er similar conditions has been previously: 
reported (28-29). 
........ 
. . When specimens_ :faile_d by·· :s.he.aring during a creel) test, failure 
w~·a preceded by rapid inc·reases in creep rate followed by decreases in 
load which could not -be_. .recovered. · At tempts to res tore the load to its 
original value only led to further shearing of the specimen. The rise 
, . in creep_ rate then, obviously cannot be attributed to the same mechanisms 
controlling true creep, but are rather brought on by the preliminary 
., 
cracking or shearing of the specimen. Furthermore, other increases in 
creep rate recorded during tests in which the specimen did not fail 
were always traced to _slight e:racking of the specimen. It is suggested 
therefore that any cracks, whether they penetrated the interior or not, 
prohibit tru·e creep meas.urements. This may be the cause of reported 













. ' , 
·, .. ' 
? 
(for example, see ref .. 29). 21. 
By using the method of Dawihl (29), ~ery accurate measure·~; 
ments of the. final strain of the _specimens permitted a ~ore q~antita-
tive analysis of the deformation behavior. From this data, isochro- -
· . n~us. stress 's''i:rain curves were drawn, shown in figs. 17.-20. This is 






higher temperatures and stres~es and shorter times (27). 
Equation 1, equivalent to the power law used in true stress-
.t-rue strain tension tests (27) was found to describe the shape of these 
curves: 
Equation (1): S = S0 en 
'Where S represents the initial compressive stress, '(loacl divide·d by 
-
mean cross sectional area); .2Q. represents a constant which: equals the " 
compressive stress at a true strai~ of 1~ ~ the true strain, loge 
' (h/h0 ) where h and ho r:epresent in~tantaneous and initial height respe·c-t·-
ively; and .!! normall_y r·e:fer;e·d to as. the strain hardening ~xponent, ·.but 
here regarded simply· as a hardening coefficient. 
Plots (loge. - loge) of the initial stre·ss: and .. true strain for 
·each of these curves is presented in figs .. 21-·24. · ·The· plots were more 
conveniently made by taking natural logs o.f. the initial stress and true 
strain multiplied by 10. 
~ The plots. in figs. 21-24 serve to show that a functional re-· 
lationship between the two variables exists - initial compressive streS$. 
- ---- --· 


























the method of least squares and a statistical analysis made of· the data , · .. 
(~te analysis of variance is presented in the appendix). The F-ratios 
' 
ca·tculated are shown to be 99%· significant in each ca·se. ·in other words 





~ -..• ~--·-· ---·-·-··--·-··-- --a OOU"t--&fte in a hundred. i'hus, these curves, as well as their coeffi.c""'-·· --
-~-----·· 
-i·ents., lie~p -to . cn.iraci:erize the deformation behavior of thes·.e. materials 
.in. -terms of a ''hardening rate''· (see section 3. UEffect of -CoIJJ.position 
_a,.nd Grain Size"). Value·s tif s-0 : and ,n ~re: ~.iven in Table VI •. 
An int'erestirtg-: s:fdeLight· con~e:rn-ing the fit of -t .. hee-~ c·ur·v·e_s 
is t.-he- possibility that at least· for thi"s'· and similar .e~p~rime.n'tal. set~ 
up~·-,,· the initial stress ·may be a mor·e. meaningful paramE?t-~r· than. ·_tru:e. 
!str.ess:. _ (.The· initial stress was. orig_inally .us-_.ed ·be·cause -o·-f· ·the ambiguity 
arising i'i1 th·e- c:omputation of true: s-tressJ yi_z. c-hotc:e of using mean or 
maximum cros:a::··sectional area to compute true- stress.) This does not seem 
too surprisin_g in· view of· th,e complex stres·s distribution) aluded to 
earlier J wh.ich exists in a Gd.mpres_sion: s·p._ec:im.¢n dur'ing. .te·~tfng- (see figs. 
9-12). It i-s ·.also -quite evident from these: ·;figure·s,: th~_]: th:e "strain" 
measured fo_.t ea.ch· test doe8n't repres=eI1.t a homogeneous strai-n, since in 
many parts. o.f the s:pecimen there exists strains far above and· below this 
.... 
figure. It is doubted then whether computation of the true or mean 
--- ·- -·-· ---- - -- - -·-- --· ----·- ---- -
stress., (thought to be necessary because of the increasing cros>s-se·ct:i.on-
. 
al area due to deformation) has any more significance than the initial 
. ----~---------~ ~~ 
stress. Indeed, it is qui_te reasonable to suppose that the decrease in 
stress brought: on· by the increased cross-sectional area is compensated 
for by the transverse forces which cause a bending effect in the outer 
layers (29). 0 
. ,. 






2. · Deformation Limits: 
The following deformation limits were obtained under the con-
ditions of temperatu~re, time and load given -below: 
.. ' -- -· ..... _,.,"' 
. . . ~ -(a) WC-12% Co (900°C ~ 16 min~)--------------------
---------- -- ------ - ---------- ---
. 
- - - . - - - - - -- -- -






--- _ m.i.nimum· limTf: _ _p_lastic strain~ of less. than 1\..5%-
--.. ~-.--,~ .. 
(see··-·Table II,-- fig. 17) were measured with an· ini--
tial st~ess of 50 kg/mm2., (71, 117· psi) for both----·- -- - ---
fine and coarse grain. materials. 
maximum limit:· Plastic strains greater than 6% 
were reached for the coarse grain materials, at a-
stress. of_ 82 k_g/mm? (116,632 ps·i). Plastic defo.r--p. . . . . . ' 
mation takes place without cracking or she·a'ring .. 
deformation-grain size behavior: The =f'ine grain 
specimens exhibited slightly more deformation (ave-
rage of"' .15%) at: 50 kg/mm.2 (71., 1:1.7 ps,:i) :• After\a 
:a.light increase in stres:~, note·d in fig .. 17 at about. 
" 
.53 kg/IDID.2 (75,000 psi), the deformation :uv the co.arse 
grain specimen becomes greater. At ·-t·he higher str·es··s 1: 
.. 'l 
.an average di£ ference in plas,t'i_c :s·tr-ai·n ·between 'th·e. 
fine and coarse grain specim.ens· 0£ .about 2 . .5% t:ake~. 
:place, "indicative of the greater ''hatdenirig'' _rate o:f 
the fin~ _grain specimens. 
(b) WC-12% Co {950°C - 16 min-.-) . 
. 
minimum limit: None. Even at the lowest stress le-
vel, plastic defor~tions greater than .5% were ob-
~. 
tained. {See Table ·111,' fig. 18). 
0 




·v_ 24. ~:· 
maximum limit: At a stress of 70 kg/rmn2 (99,564 
psi) both fine and coarse grain specimens exhibited 
strains of greater than 6% {See Table III). Speci-
-. - -
. ·-·-- ---· ·---· 
-- . .mens te·sted at the high.est: stress, 82 kg/~~_-__ {:ll-6J ____ , _______________________ _ ·-cs-s:=·-~---.-~ ··• .... ···-_::_ _______ · · ·_ -. · --,---.·-··------ --···--- ---- .. -· - -·· ----·-----·----





... , t 
":I 
- ·--'----·-··--
·- \ ,--·· -··- --··. ------
-· ---·-· .. -·-·\ 
___ ,. _____ ·-
632 psi), cracked or. sheared after reaching strains___. 
greater than 10%. 
deformation-grain size behavior: More tests ne~_4· · 
to be made in· order to establish the existence Q.f.-' .a 
--------- -~- -- --- ....... -. ...... ------ .. --··-- .... ····- - --·- ---·-··-····-----.......... , .......... --. . 
:transition at these temper.atures. However, by loc>;k--
i:ng at the shape of t·he curve·s in figs. 18 and- 22_, 
the. _same trend in P-~havior··· s:eeiris 'to. t:ake p_llice, 
_s::Lnc·e .. at the higller s ~tes.s ,. e·h.e .c·o.ar.se grain spe-
citneti .exhl.bit·e:d -~ slj.g~tly: :higher deformation (7 .06% 
:compar·ed to 6. 47 fo.r: flrte grain)·. 
(c) WC-6% Co (950°C - 16· minu:te:s) 
minimum limit: Plasti.c -strains ranging from .25.% 
(coarse grain) to .5,6:% ({ine grain) were obtained 
for the lowest stress level, 50 kg/mm2 (71,117 
psi) see Table IV, fig. 19-.-
maximum limit: None of the .s,:peci'llleJ1s: .exhibited 
greater than the arbitrarily set: l:fmit of 6%. The: 
' greatest strain measured- .at· the highest stress. leyel, 
-~82 kg/rmn.2 (116,632 psi) was approximately 3.3% f:o·r.. 
--~ 
the coarse grain specimen. 
deformation-grain size behavior: Again, at the 
low stresses, the fine grain specimens deformed more. 
.. . . . 
~-
. ·-· --- ·------,-~__., ________ .__ 
,• 
~- -------------- . ' ··- .. , ' .... : ··-· -· ,.... -
. .._ 
.-.. 
.-.. ....: .. : •: .. ', 
25. 
The change in behavior noted at about 66 kg/rmn.2 
(g{,000 psi) in fig. 19. At the highest stresses, 
~ 
the coarse grain specimens showed a 1.36% ·greater 
plastic strain. · Slight microcracks (fig. 25) were 
.. ;.•,•":">•-""°"-''L 
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----·--_ (d) WC-6% Co {1000°C - 16 ~in.) 
.., 
minimum limit: Plastic strains of greater than 
.5% were exhibited by both grain sizes at all ·.¢0~~·· 
ditions., see Table ·v, fig. 20. 
maximum limit: Both the ·f:ine and coar.se gr~iii. 
,· 
materials deformed greater th·a..n 6% at the hi.ghes·t 
-stress level 82 kg_/nnn2 (116,63·2_ psi).. Th:e co.ars.·e 
grain _Specimens shear·ed ot cracked _after an ·es·_t:i--· 
·mated strain of about· 8.5% tn _less than 16 minute·~r .. 
:However., 1t_he fine· -grain: ·mat~:rial appeared to· be 
"- normal . 
3. Effect of Composition and Grain Size 
-~. In general., neglecting for the moment the special effects .o·:f 
grain siz~, the WC-.6% Co alloys exhibit greater high temperature compre-
ssive strength than the WC-l2% Co (figs. 17-20). Similar results have 
been reported previously (22,·· 28-29). The decrease in strength is gener-




to the amount of free cobalt and • the thickness of the co~ increases .... 
.. .,, 
intermediate layers (17); thus -the amount ·of restraint • less. .J.S . . . . . ' 
the '., binder • ductile. 1S more 
( 
Similar yesults have been noted for room temp~rature properties. 
(f 
'. Table VII shows typical room temperature· properties as-a function of com-
/ 
' ' .... ,, ' ' . ·-•., . : . '.' ' 
., ' .,,,, .• ·. iJ.,;;t',Vi'c,,,. :UC,,, .. 
------llllllillllill_lillllll ..... __________ ______..----'--'-~~,. 
,, 
.. ' 
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26. 
position. Empirical relationships for some mechanica}-_ properties of 
WC-Co alloys as a funct"ion of cobalt content have been given. For co-
. halt contents of ap.proximately 6 to 10% as lower_ limit regions and 
approxima.t:el:Y- 20% as a· higher -l-imit_, .. : ... -the· behavior is determined in-
---·--··----------- ' .. · --~.-. 
- ... -
-·. - ··- .. -~----. ......... . ·-,..-----.... . 
. -.--,--·:·.-· ·-··-·· ··-·-· ..... creasingly by the appearance of free-cobal_t .... parts (17). 
.. ..... , ------- .. -.-_:~-=-=· .. - ··- .... :!'::'"-- ··_ ---- --- --·--·-·--·····----·- .. 
,_ .. _;_-;::--~----,'- ---·-· -- ..... ; .. 
.... 
Equatio~ (2): y = a (% Co)b after Dawihl and Frisch (17) 
where a and b have been empirically det.-
~:tmi,ned for -strength, hardness and wear 
'·t . .. 
,properties. · Thf s equatioh however-, l).e,g-
lects the eff·ects of grain s.·rz.e .... 
The strength of these alloy-s': h'a.~ also been s .. tudled as a f.unc:t:_-ion ·O:f th·e 
linear dimen~ions of the ip:terl:.a.y·et._s · o.·f: the: :s-ott phase, that is .. , mean 
free path (.1.3) .. : 
,, .. 
. . 
A:t r'c>.Otri: ·temperature, de_fot·tl:iat·Jon has been repo.rted to; lncr~a~·¢: 
·w-ith i)l.cre.as.·ing grain size (22) .. Th'is is reflected in the decr.eas'ed har:d~ 
n·ess of the ·.coar-se grain spectmens reported in Tables I and VII. 
·The ·only work found· tn the literature on ·elevat_ed temperature· 
deformation of WC-Co alloys,· where g+ain size was -v~:r-ie4, was by Kre:imer 
.... 
~ (28) who showed that as the size of th~ WC: grains .. dimit1ished, the defo.r-
mat ion increased. 
In a sunnnary of papers recent-ly discuss·ed -at. ~ :me_et!ng on hard 
metal alloys in Ehrendal; Dr. Fischmeister ( 31) described some interest-
ing interpretations of the obse.~ved cold and warm deformation ability of 
hard metals. _For example, the WC may be elastically deformed and fixed 
. 
in position by the_plasti_c __ deformation of the., cement phase. ·Al~ding to 
the work of Dawihl and Frisch {17), the incr-eased deformation above about 
' 
21·. 
800°C' .. could be explained as a weakening of the WC-Co ·contacts or by the 
"'r\.; 
. . 
.partial solution of the WC in the cement phase. Dr. Fischmeister also 
reporte~. that this solution affect should_be strongly accelerated on 
•• •'" ~·I;, .-··· • _,,,. H• 
·-·· ··the· ~ontact spots under compressive· stress after t·he ide.as of K;fngery: .. ·.··--·-······ ... ~.:.:_ .. 
·~-
,. 
;· .. ";·; ··-·'., ·--7~7· ... 
--·-----------------··----------··----------·-·----------·---· ··----------············-·--·-·---------------
.-;---_·-· -or_ Nabarro-Herring • ·1n another h · h d- -----·- .. ----------rc--··-··· ... , f paper w 1~ _p_:rg_s_e.nte_ an ana ogy o 
hard metal ana _dispersion hardening alloys, he commented that where 
the cement phase appears. in a hardness determining role as a thin film 
between carbide grains, the- layer thickness is so small that it-- i.s · 
questionable if it can serve as a med'ium ·for the movement of di.sloca.~ 
tions, like. the ·matrix' of a dispersion hardening alloy system. ·The thin 
layers i analo .. go{l~ to 'lwhiskers" are probably free of dis locations and 
~ven_ if dislocations we):"e present, · they would be prevented from moving 
i .. , ,]?y .a .$t:totig Cottrell atmosphere. 
" 
Daw:i,,hl (30~ expla~d the: s·udclen de·c·r·e.ase in hardness ob.served 
-.~:t· ~-00·°C as due to a s tress-relaxa.t-ion ef feet. He explained the ~·efor-; 
~tiqn mechanism below 800°C as b~ing .due to grain boundary flow,. that ; 
ts, s.hifting of the WC grains~ in the cobalt phase. Between 800 and 1000°C, 
he attributed diffusion phenomena as contributing to a c~tain extent by 
readjusting th~ WC grains_ and destroying the anchoring of. these grains to 
• 
the cobalt phase. Since Dawihl did not mention the affect of grain size, 
.~~· is: not known how these temperatures would vat;y as ·a. ·function of grain 
. . ... . . 
:$;1ze· .• 
. 
From the abov~- and :th-e ~urre_nt theories of s·tructures outlined 
previo~sly, a~~~ttempt will now be made to explain the observed grain~ 
size-deformation behavior. In the following paragraphs "fine'' grain mat-
/ erials wi.11 be compared to "coar~e" grain materials within a WC-Co 
.. 












coarse grai~ material of the same compos·ition, either· 6 or 12% cobalt. 
7.:·-:r~"'y:r:"',:,,.-.·-~·.,;.;.-... ~ , ... "';:-
-··--·---- ---------- ' ---------~----·-··· .-~-- .. --·-· . 
,~-
--·-·-------··------- . - ._ .... -_
 -·-- .... - . . - . . 
The results obtained are first sunnnarized as follows: 
(a) At the lower level of stresses used- i11 t-his program, - !I 
f 
"•: 
. . .., -~, 
- ···--··-----...... ~ - .. ,t . 




coarse grain materials. 
(b) At 'the higper stress levels,/· a change in behavior 
takes place; here, the co.arse grafn materials de-
formed metre than the f-ine grain materials. 
(¢) At the lower stresse,s with increasing temp~:r:-~ture.,. 
the·· ·deformation d·ifference between the- fine. ··and· 
.. 
I coarse grain tnat¢rial became more pro:n·ounc.::ed,. wit:}J. 






(d) At the h·igher level .. o.J 1.:·emp.~t.att1:t·e-., th.e deformation 
of both materials pr9c¢.ec}¢:d :a.long at. approximately 
the same rate and ex~ 
.'th~: ::r¢St1lt.s o:f the test .. aJµded to above fn .(c) -is· shown in 
:f:fg·!, :26 .only .for WC-12-% Co. -,attoys:.. Although the.· :f.ine: :grain material 
defo~~d .only ·slightly more at 9·00·0·:c (about"-.15%), by the time 1000°,C 
was reacheq., th~. :deformation was: in excess of twice that of .the co·ar:se.: 
grain ma:t-eri~l (average of 8.2% for the fine grain, compared to 3.6% 
-~ 
for the coarse grain). At the higher temperatures discussed in (d) 
above, that is, 950°C·for WC-12% Co and 1000°C for WC-6% Co, failure 
' ' 
(lf the specimens at the higher stresses prevented an accurate deter-
, 
mination of any transi~ion. Reference to tigs. 22 and 24 however, 
appear to indicate the same trend • 
j. 


















• In order to explain this behavior, a list of some of the 
important changes in' the structure due to fine and coarse grain WC 
specimens are helpful. The principal differences are the thickness 
-• "·' -~- - .... ,1 . .. . ... 
of the cob_c1~_t inter layers 1 _ ~-!t~-----~l'!)Ount __ of __ free _coba_lt___a_nd ___ ~the __ ~~rain 
boundary ~_urf~ce area. Of-th.e.se:-~--three,. the only characteristic fav-
oring greater deformation of the fine grain ·mat-eii-aI""'=.;;-t.11d, be its - - - '·- :---· 
greater grain bou1'dary specific. area.. The other characteristics favor 
··---~~. 
. " greater deformation of the "coarse gra:in mate.ria_l.. Fol.lowing this rea·f3on-
:·._ ins) the incr:e~sed deformation could ·be th-e·: -r-esult ·of the increased 
rate of· vac·anc-y.· 1p."i~gration resulting frol;Il· :~ grea_ter ·r.ate. -o.f· vac~ncy 
d-iffus:ion ·along the gr~·i.n boundaries (after Kreimer ·re·f .: 28). For ~ ' 
'the-- ·coarse grain.\ma~etials., due to the decreased spec.ific area of th.e \:,-- 1 ··\ 
grain boundaries, this pr-.dces-s at the lower stresses. .is less important. 
However, at the higher stress.:e.~.,_ the in·cr~~f?-~ irt deformation over that 
of the fine ·gr-.ain material is _probably t"l1e. result of ~ mec·hanical de-
_f:oT'lilcltion -mechanism, perhaps :f_low of- th.e har.der WC gt-a.--tns :thr.ough the 
b:i.nd~t or along WC-C9 bounda:t~es which i:s f'avored. in the. coarse grain 
• :O:,. •, 
material as a result of its great.,e.r _cobalt" ·tay.er. thi¢·kness and amount 
of free cobalt. It appears that both :the f"ine and coarse grain mater-
ial undergo deformation through both of 'the:se- mec·hanisms, and .. that the 
mechanism favored is determined by :the temperature and stre.s:s. That is, 
for any given set of conditions the total deforma,tion is-- de,termined by 
the competition of-these two mechanisms • 
An added problem results from considerations of any stl;'ain 
hardening or other hardening factors which become more important with 
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30. 
VI shows that the hardening rate (determined by a number of causes) ls 
greater for the fine grain mat.erials regardless of stress or tempera-




















B. STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS 
, . 





-· - - Optical photomicrographs of· the -de:f;'ormed compression creep 
--- r 
l 
' specimens are shown in figs. _27-3~. 1 Care must be taken, because of 
- 'I 
the. pos-sil;>ility of polis_hi~g an.c:1 ~tching damage, not to derive too 
much information from th.es_e- mi:crographs, especially since a detailed 
quantitative .stu<:ly was not made. 
The. qnly questionable result _tound fro111; these photomicro-
graphs is the apparent. ductility of the carbi·de o·r ''dar·k etching" phase. 
This might be explained .b.y considering that ·withi11 the -compression spe~ 
cimen there e~i.Sts a hy-dr.ostatic pressure. of 10,000 a,tmospheres at high 
' temperatures and __ the normally brittle WC es-pecially at certain areas of 
high stres~ concen:trations, could d_.efdrtn in: a :ductile manner. 
The most apparent structural chatjge·s of. these specimens is. tli;e: 
p.ro.nounc_-ed void formation of the WC-12% Co at 82: kg/nnn2 (116,632 psi) -
950:~C and WC-6% Co at -82 kg/nnn2 (116,632 psi) -"'1000°-C ~pecimerts, see 
.flgs. 29, .30, 33, 34. This void formation has been verified by _de.-
···-" -- • r - '• • 
- ,. '" • •· 
, 
-creased densities measured in these specim~·ns. The possibility of these 
. 
voids being formed as the result of polishing techniques has ·1>~en dis-
C0\Kl.ted, since undeformecl areas in these specimens located ·4irectly under 
the bearing surface show little or no void fiormation. It is difficult 
to say _with certainty their cause, but investigation pf many photomicro-
--graphs appear to indicate they are nucleated at the junction of several 
. ( 


















WC grains and grow by a ~echanical means. Of course, some of these 
voids may have grown directly from pre-exis~ing voids in the material, 
present as a result of the sintering process. Comparison of these 
specimens with those deformed at lower temperatures (WC-12%' Co at 82 ________ -----"~- --------·. _ .... 
··-·---··--···-·· . -·--- ··-· ---·-···------ --- .. ---------··-----------·-·----···---- .... ······--·---- - . - - -
kgfnmf· - 900°C; WC-6% Co at 82 kg/mn2 - 950°C) indicate a distinct ___ _____,,.,,...............---.-..-.-~--····: 
~ 
~ 
change in structure. See figs. 27--;··28, 31, 32. Practical_ly no voids 
are- found in these specimens. Specimens deformed to the same% strain 
{ ' 
at lower loads and at the higher temper·atures are shown in figs. 28, --
31, ,35, 36. From these results, it appears that a loosening effect 
.. 
·occurs at the higher temperatures where deformation appears to be gov-
erned mainly by diffusion phenomena leading to a drastic weakening o-f -- ------~ 
the WC-Co bond (perhaps due to sol.id solu·tion, ef_fects):, .lea?,ing to a 
pronounced increase in th·e density of vo·ids. 
Two other causes observed whi.Ch .probably contribute to th.'e 
f 1 d:eformfil!ion phenomena are: (a) fracture: of the carbi.de grains and (b) 
necking down of the cobalt .. or WC-Co s.-olid solution, and are indicate:d 
•' 
·by circles in many of the. photomicro·graphs shown in fig·s. 27-36. 
-The fracture of the carbides can be directly attributed to 
:t'.he high stress concentrations ex~sting_ at 'the tip of these sharply d·e-: 
f'ined grains du~ ·to the applied load. When a carbide grain to:u.c:hes · an 
fl 
adjacent carbide particle in the manner shown in fig. 27,-fracture can 
·Oc.cur under small iloads. The toughness of these materials would evid-
' 
~-------· 
ently be improved by changing the shape of t.he WC g,:-ains, to a more 
rounded-~corifig-urat-ion. Th'e extr~ ductility' of the cobalt or WC--Co 
solid solution is not surprising at these temperatures. 
; 
Structunal changes have not been observed in the deformed areas 












of the tool specimens with any degree of certainty. But it appears 
that · a higher concentration· of voids exists as compared to other un-
deformed areas of the same specimen. Therefore, there is a possibi-
( 
· .··. }7 - .. · ---1rcy thac-a.connection exists hetween .d f t· d ,I!! --.1 ~.···- -vo 1orrua ion-- ne--· 1..0-- 1-' .,_a;s-·1;--1.e--::r--· ---..:...:-.. ~-----·---·--------·---- .. 
deformation and fracture. Formation of voids contributes to fracture • R••N-•• -···-·-·-~~~-•--·••• ••. • 
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CONCLUSIONS 
.,. 
The following c·onclusions can be drawn: 
1. Plastic deformation of WC-Co .alloys occurs at conditions which re-- i . I I 
1 
. -- - - - - . - -~- ......... -. --- -- . . - - -- - ·-·- - - tr . . . 
---------------------.----·----·-----· ------- --s·emoltf fhose .. existiiig at a cutting tool tip during a machining opera-






2. The extent of this deformation depends on the composition and grain 
size, ~,as well as the temperature and stress. Furthermore: 
(a) Fine gr·ain specimens deform -more at lower stresses probably 
because of their higher grain boundary specific area which 
indicates that diffusion controlled deformation mechanisms 
may be operative. 
(b) Coarse grain ·specimens deform more at higher stresse.~ pr-.qba°Qly, 
• 
because of a mechanical deformation mechanism which is favored 
by the increase of thin cobalt or mean. f.ree binder path, and 
[) 
greater amount of free cobalt. 
·(c): ·For a given set of conditions, the shape of the isochronous 
,str:~ss- strain curves might depend ori whether the di£ fusion 
.controlled or mechanical deformation mechanism is favored. 
.(d) At the higher temperature; levels, 950°C for WC-12% Co and 1000°C 
Q 
·fo,r ·wc-6% Co., due to a weakening of the WC-Co interface, there 
"\ 
is cf pronounced increase in the density of voids . 
. 3·. Other causes of deformation have been observed such as fracture of 
the WC grains and flow of--th-e--binder (ei·ther cobalt or WC-Co solid sol-
ution~---
4. Although wear and hardness of the fine grain specimens is greater 
,. 
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these '<I\. properties may be greater for coarser grain WC-Co alloys. 
5. Localized plastic deformation of cutting tools leading to void 
- . - -- ,_. ,, ,, --:: -:--.··.- ... -
formation may be causing the_ initiat;~~ and.propagat~<:>.n of fractures. 
- __ ···· .· - ·• -------- -----------···-·······--------·-----· ---··------------·-----·-- ---············----.. ·-·-·-··-----, ........ ________________________ _ 
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TABLE I 









Structure Grain Size 
(WC grains) (Visual 
µ Estimate µ: 
WC-12% Co 90 ..• 1 .. 
. .. 
WC-12% Co ·88.:l 
WC-6% Co . 9:2 .1. .. 
- ---· 
WC-6% Co. ·.9·0. 7 
•:, .· . ,· 
14. 31-
J4 ... 3l 
14··. ·95· ..




HC-.5 to 2.0 
SC-3.0 
HC-2. 5 to· 5 .'O. 
sc- .7 s to 1.;o, 
HC- . 5 to 1 . () 
SC-3.0 
HC-2. 0 to ~\. ·5 
SC-5.0 
HC = High Conce~t.r:a1;:.tpn_ ct£. ·we grains of size noted above •. 
~-SC = Scatter of ·we .g,ra'fn:s o-f: ~:ize noted above. 
*()=Spotty 
-~ 
{a)As reported :by Metallurgical 
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----- PROPERTIES OF WC-12% Co SPECillEN-S-,-··{·F-lNE---AND----COARSE GRAIN) 
f -SUBJECTED TO COMPRESSIVE STRESSES FOR 16 MINUTES -AT~900°·c. . • 
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.9:9-., .5.64 
116·, 632 
116 ·' 632 












. , 117 
83'. 








Coarse Grain WC 
Specimen Dimensions (inches) 
Length Diameter 



























































. ·: .· 
6 .. :26'. 
0_.53 
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TABLE III 
PROPERTIES .OF WC-12% Co SP:EG~NS {Fl_NE AND COARSE_ GRAIN.) ____ ----














... ' .... 
116 -6-32· 
..... ,. 
Specimen Dimensions (inches) 
Length Diameter 





















1: .. 64 ~ t. ·.65 
3. :3·6 







.3854 . 4616: ·r.3· ... 7 





.. ' ' l ~ ... 
. , 











































6: •. a2:. 
12-- 7· .. 






a - specimen sheared after 11 minutes, test continued for one additional 
minute. 
b - specimen sheared after 9 minutes, test stopped. 
c - specimen sheared after 14 minutes, te·st st·c:,pped ! 
* equivalent pa i for kg/nnn2 shown in. the f :i.rst column·. 
..,;. .·• 
·.J." 
'" ' ' ' ' ' 
,. 't 
, .. ~., .. ~:~~· .·. ,, , . . ., ·- - - . ·.. . . -- ~- ._ .. . ~ .. ~ -····~ ......... ~ .. ,. ... __ .... -~ __ rr ... ·.·- : .. - ----·W-; 
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TABLE IV 
---- ··'-- --
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PROPERTIES OF WC-6% Co SPECIMENS (FINE AND COARSE GRA-IN-)----· -· -·--· --


















Fine Grain WC 
... 
50 7 1 
' 
117 
50' 7 1, 117 
59 a·.a -91-8 
· ... ·' . . .. 
70 '99 -.i56:4 
. . ;? . ..· 




Coarse Grain WC 
Specimen Dimensions (inches) % Strain 
Length Diameter 




. ..... . . 
-·~-14.5 
.514·0 






































•. :3'9-35 0. 8.0 
• ,39-3.'8.- ·-0. 93 
•. $.95·9 1.-48. 
.'3.9-8·8, J. 79 
'" 
. • .. . . ;• .'." 
• '39 I-5 0 '!25 1: 
. ' .. 
•• 3:.911 0· •. 25 
• 3-93:9 0.-5-7 
.39·61 . . . 1.09 
-~ 40:2.1 .2··. 64 








0 • 25 
0. 25 
0.57 
l • 10 
:2 •. 6.8· 
·3-~3.4 
* equivalent psi for, '.l_c·g/~2- s:1:iown in the first column. 
_.:,,,... 
' 
. '1" .,. ... -n.·::·(r..~·······- ..... ·-"~"' _ ...,, ... ~ ....... ,,. -.•.Y..,;_--;-•j.·,.;.:,~.".-:·,",'~.~ .. r~ .. ;1.:ar~~~'7'1Y~ ,.~--: ~"::.,..... _ •.. '. \ '. ·, ·,•.:.':-"-'' :i":_~:.:;,1.-·' ;J.idt~i~,·:-3-... ',,1,;rr0_-., . .- -~- :, :.·:, ,,':', .. ~--':----.... 7::_ .. --~.-~ ·-.~-:·N-~,:·-:-··· ----~~-··-· ~--·--·- ----~----·--.. -hNM,, ·-···-~ ... -H·-·---:--,-r~----- ............. , ...... ~-·--·- -•r, .. -••••.. - • -· 
-: ,, / .. 
,. 
("' 
-··39 ... · ... 
TABLE V 
; . 
PROPERTIES OF WC-6% Ce SPECIMENS (FINE AND COARSE GRAIN) 
















.l 1:6i . .6 32 





:_g.2l;l 1.16, 632 
-· 
--·-·-·-··· .. --. ., .... _ 
\. 
Specimen Dimensions (inches) % Strain· 
Length Diameter 
Initial Final Initial Final Engr. True 












.. _.468 ... 9' 



















3927 . ·, ·. '· .... .. ' .-.· .·. .. 
.3951 1.72 
c3928 1.30 
.• 3.96 7 2 .5"5 
. 4QJJ>· '4 .13 
. ' 
.. 4160 '.6 .. 70-
.419.1 t. lll 
· . 
.0 .-83 
: •. :3"945. ·o: .. s2 
ii 3:9 .. 9.7 1 .. 45: 
•' 
· .•. 4.:07:'4 3 ,_>47 
-~4405 8 . 14 
. . 
1. 7 3 
1 • 31 
2-.5.8 
4 . 2-2 
6.-95 . 
-7 . 3·e 
0.83 
0.82 
1 ... 46: 
3 .. 53 





. ' • 61 • 451() • 39·2·4 • 4·660 12 • "6 13-. 5 .. 
Coarse Grain WC 
a - smal cracking observed o~ periphery after normal test run of 16 
minutes. 
·b - specimen sheared after 13 1/2 minutes and test stopped. , 
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TABLE VI .. 
VALUES OF n AND So FOR TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 
















---- . --- ----·· -Com,Po sit ;ion Test Temperature (OC) So -(psi) n 
(1, Is. 
WC- 12% Co 900°C 3 • 56 0 • 23 
• 
; 
fr .. WC- 12% Co -· 950°C ,. 3 L6· :o-~ 2:6 ' • 
.. . .· ... 





WC-6% Co:· 1000°c ·3 -.. ·,.:05 .0. 3:-2 









.. . . 
.. 




WC-12% Co· ·9·00.0,c. ::.3· .•. 71 .. -:o .. :16-
WC- 12% Co .9-50°-.c .. '3· .•. 46· -:0".-.18 
.. ( 
WC-6% Co ·9:50°-c 
·.3/7.4. Q:. 2'() 
,.• 
WC-6% Co 1.·000')0 3: ... 43' :o-.,2'4 
.. ., . .... 
.. 
• 
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94-94.Sb 5.5-6 227,000-256,000 






'227., 000-284, ooo: 
2,41, 000-298, 000 
Compressive 
Strength, psi 
71,0, 000 /! 
781,000 
·653. 000 
.. J ... ,•. 
-' 
Modulus of Rockwell 
Elasticityd Hardness,/ 
106 psi Ra 
88 
:·&·9 .• ,5 
'8.2 




. . . 
8:8"".:90 
·8]~8::9 
. ·(a) Taken from. the 'book. ''Cemented C~r:bides ,,., by Sc·hw.arzkq:pl ·and: Kieffer, ref¢:re·nc·e 1. 
:(b) Coarse grained. WC ·phase 
'(c) Fine grained WC p,ba,se_ 
·. (.d) Average ·value·s: 
. .·.o, 
'.II·· . 
.. . ·· .. _. 






















Fig. 3 Microstructure of WC-6% Co, coarse grain 
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' • \: 
Fig. 4 Micro structure of WC--6% Co, fine grain 
(WC grain size~.75 micron), as received. X2000 
., 
Fig. 5 Electron Micrograph of as received WC-12% Co· 
(fine grain WC). Direct carbon replica, shad-
owed at 45° with a platinwn-carbon composite~ 
Lines iri cobalt matrix appear to be polishing 
scratches. Xl0,000 
Fig. 6 Electron Micrograph of as received WC-12% Co 
(fine grain WC). Direct · carbon replica, shad-
44. 
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Fig. 7 Cross section of a WC-12% Co cutt·ing tool 
showing (a) deformation; (b) crater wear; (c) welded chip from workpiece. Also see figure 16 which shows how cross section · 




Fig. 8 Cross section of deformed WC-12% Co cutting 
tool) showing (a) de~ormation; (b) hole used 
to insert thermocouple (partially filled 
with mounting material)and (c) crater wear. Also see figure 16 ,which shows where cross 
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-! ·-· --- ----------------- ---- ---
14. 7% 
13.6% 
' Fig. 9 WC-12% Co compression creep specimens showing barreling effect due to friction. Tested at 950°C for 16 minutes at stresses (from left to right) of 50, 59, 70 and 82 kg/nm2. Strains are 
, indicated below specimen. Upper row - fine grain; bottom row-
• coarse grain. 
True Strain: 1.73% 2.58% 4.22% 7.38% 
J True Strain: 0.83% 1.46% 3.53% 8.49% 
Fig. 10 WC-6% Co compression creep specimen showing barreling effect du to friction. Tested at 1000°C for 16 minutes at stresses (from left to right) of 50, 59, 70 and 82 kg/nnn2. Strains 
are indicated below specimen. Upper row - fine grain; bottom 
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(b) 
Fig. 11 Transverse section approximately through 
the middle of a WC-12% Co compression spe-
c~men (fine grain WC); specimen split dur-
ing grinding, showing the cone generated 
due to friction. Te ted at 82 kg/mm2 (116, 
632 psi) at 950°C for 16 minutes. True 
strain"' 14%. The drawing in (b) shows the 
original shape of the specimen. The arrows 
point ' in the direction of load application 
during testing • 
Fig. 12 Polished longitudinal cross section approx-
imately through the middle of a WC-12% Co 
alloy (coarse grain WC) tested at 70 kg/mm2 
{99,564 psi) at 1000°C for 16 minutes. True 
strain"'15%. More heavily deformed sections 
. (outer regions towards the middle) do not 
polish as brightly as the undeformed sections 
directly under the bearing surfaces. The 
arrows point in the direction of the load 









Fig. 13 Compression Creep Testing Apparatus 
showing (a) upper compression bar; (b) 
upper anvil; (c) specimen; (d) thermo-
couples and (e) chamber cap {chamber 
not shown) . 
' 
Fig. 14 Compression Creep Testing System. The inert 
atmosphere chamber. is bolted to a flange 
welded to the upper compression bar. The fur-
nace, when closed, rests on the bottom chamber 
cap (partially hidden by temporary furnace 
brace) permitting complete freedom of movement 
• 

















Fig.· 15 Complete Compression Creep Testing System. 
(a) specimen temperature recorder; (b) In-
stron Tensile Testing Machine; (c) Marshall 






Fig. 16 Cutting tool before and after sectioning. 
Bottom view shows . holes used for .insert-
ing thermocouples used for measuring the 
temperature during an actual cutting test. 
~Also, see figure 8. ""X2 
, • , 
49. 



























2 3 4 5 
0k STRAIN 
(~ L/Lo) 
Isochronous compressive stress-strain curve 
WC-12% Co tested at 900°C for 16 minutes 


























































CD O 0 
// 
I 2 5 
Isochronous compressive-str.ess-strain curve 
of WC-12% Co tested at 950°C for 16 minutes 
(fine and coarse grain WC) 
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Isochronous compressive stress-strain curve 
of WC-6% Co tested at 950°C .for 16 minutes 

















































































Compressive Stress-Strain Curve of WC-6% Co at l000°C 
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0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 
Fig. 21 
LOGe(TRUE STRAIN· 10) 
Loge - loge plot of initial compressive stress 
versus true strain for WC-12% Co 
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.1 .. Fig. 22 
2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4 
----- LOGe(TRUE STRAIN· 10} --------
. Loge - log~ plot of initial coll)pressive 
versus true strain for WC-12% Co 
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1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 
Loge - loge plot of init)ial compressive stress 
versus true strain for WC-6% Co 
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2.8 3.2 3.6 
LOG8(TRUE STRAIN· 10) 
Loge - loge plot of initial compressive stress 
versus true strain for WC-6% Co 


















Fig. 25 Microcrack in WC-6% Co (fine grain WC) 
specimen developed during testing at 
82 kg/nnn2 (116,632 psi) and 950°C for 16 
minutes. The crack appears to propagate 
through the binder and the carbide part- ~ 
icles. True strain 1.81%. X2000 
58. 
. . 
~ .. ' _____ ........ _____ ... ____ ~. 












































{' 8 W0-12°/o 00 
... g &O KG/MM2-16MIN 
,J'-1 I 
:8- I I I 
900 950 
~~~~~~~TEMPERATURE ( 0 0) 
Compression strain as a function of temperature for WC-12% Co 
(fine and coarse grain WC) alloys tested at an initial 










Microstructure -of WC-12% Co (coarse grain WC) 
after testing at 82 kg/mm2 (116,632 psi) and 
900°C fo~ 16 minutes, showing slight void for-
mation {dark areas) and fractured carbide 
60. 
grains (circled areas). True strain: 7.13% X2000 
Microstructure of WC-12% Co (fine grain WC) 
after testing at 82 kg/nun2 (116,632 psi) and 
900°C for 16 minutes, showing slight void 
formation i (dark areas). True strain: 4.51% X2000 







Microstructure of WC-12% Co (coarse grain WC) 
after testing at 82 kg/mm2 (116,632 psi) and 
950°C for 16 minutes, ·showing pronounced void 
formation (dark areas) and regions of localized 
necking (circled areas) of cobalt or WC-Co 
solid solution. True strain:~ 13.6% X2000 
- - --..r-- - - --· ---·--
' 
Fig. 30 Microstructyre o~ WC-12% ~o (fine grain WC) 
after testing at 82 kg/nm (116,632 psi) and 
950°C for 16 minutes, showing pronounced void 






Fig. 31 Microstructure of WC-6% Co (coarse grain WC) 
after testing at 82 kg/nnn2 (116,632 psi) and 950°C for 16 minutes, showing slight void 
formation (dark areas) and regions of local-ized necking (circled areas) of Co or WC-Co 
solid solution. True strain: 3.34% X2000 
Fig. 32 Microstructure of WC-6% Co (fine grain WC) 
after testing at 82 kg/nnn~ (116,632 psi) and 
62. · 
950°C for 16 minutes, showing slight void 












MicFostructure of WC-6% Co (coarse gratn WC) 
after testing at 82 kg/nnn2 (116,632 psi) and 1000°C for 16 minutes, showing pronounced 
void formation (dark areas) and regions of localized necking (circled areas) of Co or WC-Co solid solution. Maybe WC. True 
strain: 8.49% X2000 
Fig. 34 Microstructure of WC-6% Co (fine grain WC) 
after testi~g_at 82 kg/rmn2 (116,632 psi) and 1000°C for 16 minutes, showing pronounced 
void formation (dark areas). 
True strain: 7.38% X2000 . 
. 
63. 






Microstructure of WC-12% Co (coarse grain WC) 
after testing at 70 kg/nnn2 (99,564 psi) and 
950°C for 16 minutes, showing void formation 
(darker areas) and regions of localized neck-
ing (circled areas) of Co or WC-Co solid sol-
64 . 
ution. Compare with fig. 27. True strain 7.06% X2000 
• 
.> 
Fig. 36 Microstructure of WC-6% Co (coarse grain WC} 
after testing at 70 kg/nun2 (99,564 psi) and 
1000°C for 16 minutes, sh ·ng void formation 
(darker areas) and regions of localized neck-
, . 
ing (circled areas) of Co or WC-Co solid sol-
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':':J 
.squares of the deviations bet.ween the o:hse:-tve~cl ·artd the calc1:1-. 
;l~ted values 4ivided by ·th~ n1.llllb~:r ·o.f: deg-:r~es o!· freedom l.~> 
ve~y small., com.pared t.o: the: S.t1:m· 0£ ·fhe. sqU~f~.S .of· ·tbe d·evJ~a~ 
·, ¢1:egte.e .. s o·:f· t:tee.d_o.m (r.e.:gres·~ $"E>rt), ·th:en ·tlie· .. F. :value: w-ill. b.e .. ,S:ign:{-. 
·:;Elqant·-. Tlre tot.c(l ·s·um ·.-o:f. th·e :squares, th~ ;regr·¢s:s.ion :pl.µ$ the ,,_-; . . ,, 
:.p¢.itw.e.en :the ·observed. values a.nd the mean. 
2 •. Analysis of Variance - True strain as a function of initial 
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.020274371 
11-:t:· -- 22 .·6.860.88 y:JriS'. ·, 












(b,) .! WC .. 12% Co (950°C - 16 .ui.fn • .:).-
i;·• 
fine grain 
Sum of Degree of Mean 
Squares Freedom Square F 
Regression 
Residual 
46.438398 2 · 23.21-9199 ····· 3s-11~·s2-11:-
·-:-·01~00132-3 -'~~~~-·~-~---··-.,--,-~ 0065006614 








• 007 8643560. 
Equation: lne = .5 .·4170.58:3 
- · .~ 12. 169393 lns. 
•. . . . . 
:2 t):·,.. :zo. 200518 51-3:7 •. :2'3.37' 
2 .0039321780 
- 18. 782518 lnS 





















{d) . - -- -WC-6% Co (1000°C - 16 min.) 






lne = 3 .135.3.3.Z::5 
coarse grain 
' 
Regression 28. 745476 
"' 
Residual .014924109 
Equation: lne = 4.2424896 
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. -p .... - • 
I·_ .. 
15.243327 965 ... :6'.09·99 
. 015786216 




1:17·~5 .. t60'.7: 
.. . . . - . . . 
.·.. . •· .. . : . 
·- 18. 4382.:39 ;1nS 
;'. •: 
37. 851472 3:5:91 •. $43:3·: 
. 010539055 
~: .9. 5529047· 1ns.i , 
' ·1 
14. 3 7 2 7 38 19_2·6 •. :1.to·o 
t. 007 4620545 
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